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This is our standard disclaimer slide…I am going to briefly cover some of the challenges and trends, and our overall approach to working with the life sciences industry.  Then I will hand it off to Brent to talk with you about the latest features of Lustre, and why Parallel Storage is ideally suited to meeting those challenges.  And then I will wrap up with some recent customer examples.

http://www.intel.com/technology/turboboost
http://www.intel.com/products/processor_number
http://www.intel.com/performance


Intel Corporation 
The World’s Largest Semiconductor Manufacturer

• Leading Manufacturer of Computer, Networking & Communications Products

• Founded by Gordon Moore and Robert Noyce in 1968 

• Headquartered in Santa Clara, California

• $52.7B in Annual Revenues - 25+ Consecutive Years of Positive Net Income

• 170 Sites in 66 Countries

• Over 107,000 Employees – 84,600 technical roles, 10,200 Masters in Science, 
5,400 PhDs, 4,000 MBAs

• Named one of the Top Ten Most Valuable Brands in the World by Interbrand

• Ranked #42 on Fortune’s World’s Most Admired Companies

• Largest Voluntary Purchaser of Green Power in the United States for 6 years in a row

• Invests $100 Million Each Year in Education Across More than 100 Countries

• 4 Million Hours of Volunteer Service toward improving education over the past decade
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Life Sciences:  At the intersection
of transformative forces

Enabling exascale
computing on 

massive datasets

Helping enterprises 
build open 

interoperable clouds

Contributing code 
and fostering 

ecosystem

HPC / Big Data Cloud
Commercial & 
Open Source
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Life Sciences is truly at the crossroads of transformative forces.  We are approaching life sciences from a complete solution perspective – including not just silicon but systems, software, and services – and across the compute continuum, from local HPC compute, to cloud, to commercial and open source software initiatives, to mobile devices, smartphones and sensors.Our strategy revolves around working with you, the experts, to understand the challenges to pervasive adoption of personalized medicine, to advance the development of new plant and drug compounds, to help accelerate science, deliver results today.



Trends & Challenges in Life Sciences

Big Data in Life 
Sciences

• Sequencer advances – 4x data in 50% 
less time .5TB/device/day

• 4D molecular imaging produces 
2TB/device/day

Burdens of Data 
Management

• Store, manage, share, ingest and move 
PBs of research & clinical data

• Need to reliably ‘snapshot’ pipelines 
with archive to tiered storage

Innovation Drives 
Change

• Rapid iteration of algorithms far 
outpace IT, requiring flexibility, agility

• Most applications do not fully 
leverage available infrastructure

Converged 
Infrastructure

• Workloads converging between local 
and cloud-based HPC/Big Data

• Advanced orchestration required to 
maximize throughput & efficiency
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We all recognize the intense data challenges facing life sciences today – with latest sequencers producing 4x the data in half the time, more than .6TB/device/day and emerging domains like 4D molecular imaging, produce 2TB/device/day.  While that is just the raw instrument output, high volume quantitative methods quickly produce 100s of TBs of data.  Population-scale sequencing is upon us – a number of national programs were initiated in the past 2 years while this year, for the first time, we have several commercial large hospitals in US & EU announcing their own sequencing programs at comparable scale.Life Sciences are in the AWS Top 3 workloads, represent >40% of supercomputer workloads worldwide.  Local HPC clusters are maxed out while the need for virtual screening & molecular simulations (net-new science) is driving significant demand across all domains.Converged infrastructure becoming a necessity before it is a reality.  Workloads are converging between local and cloud-based HPC/Big Data.  Solutions are emerging which combine the best of the different analytics engines with statistical analysis.International collaboration is an imperative with PBs of shared reference datasets (read movement, ingress, egress)Rapid iteration of algorithms far outpace IT, making the role of scientific computing a real challengeBig Data in Life SciencesChemistry & process advances – 4x data in 50% less time, production sequencing facilities are investing in 3x net-new HPC infrastructure nowMost sequencers generating 0.5 TB/dayFinal genomes around 300 GBHigh-volume quantitative methods quickly produce 100’s of TBs of dataEmerging domains like molecular imaging likely to be 10x that of genomics.  Newer microscopes produce 4D images at 2TB/device/day.For one customer, ratio is 80/20 sequence/image data (1PB total) but that is expected to change, rapidly.Government national sequencing programs have been announced at regular intervals since 2012; 1.5 yrs ahead of industry predictions – commercial health plans in US & EU are announcing sequencing programs at the scale of national programs and are gaining…Life Sciences are in the AWS Top 3 workloads, represent >40% of supercomputer workloads.  Local HPC clusters are maxed out while the need for virtual screening & molecular simulations (net-new science) is driving significant demand across all domains.International collaboration is an imperative with PBs of shared reference datasetsBurdens of Data Management:  store, manage, curate, secure, share, ingest and move massive amounts of research & clinical dataRegulatory requirements drive data retention/archive demands, need to reliably ‘snapshot’ pipelines with archive to tiered storage.Brittle pipelines with many version dependencies make data management/experiment reproducibility a nightmare.  Disincentive to upgrade to the latest optimized codes / latest scientific results with higher accuracy.Innovation Drives ChangeRapid iteration of algorithms far outpace IT, making the role of scientific computing a real challengeUnpredictable data growth as the amount of data and computational analysis varies by workload and research projectApplications do not fully leverage available infrastructure; pipeline inefficiencies delay scientific innovation and clinical treatmentApplications written by scientists for accuracy not performance; challenging to intersect optimization efforts w/top codes at point of maturity/stability/broad acceptance & impact.  Inject performance at the right point of pipeline/code maturityConverged InfrastructureConverged infrastructure becoming a necessity before it is a reality.  Workloads are converging between local and cloud-based HPC/Big Data.  Solutions are emerging which combine the best of the different analytics engines with statistical analysis.Cluster Mgmt Solutions & Schedulers required for heterogeneous cluster environments, maximize throughput and workload efficiency with available resources, as well as seamlessly orchestrate workloads to local/remote HPC/cloud infrastructure in a secure and reproducible manner.Ability to upgrade 40/100GbE network independent of storage infrastructure



Intel Assets for Life Sciences

Intel 
Xeon E5

Intel 
Xeon Phi

Intel Fabric Intel 
Storage

Intel 
Software

• Up to 80%
greater 
performance

• Up to 70% more 
energy efficiency

• Up to 30% less 
network latency

• Hardware-
accelerated 
security (AES-NI)

• Broad industry 
adoption 

Consistent 
Performance Gains 
each generation

• Performance and 
programmability for 
highly-parallel 
workloads

• Programming 
continuity and 
scalable parallel 
programming 
models: common 
source code and 
software tools 
between multicore
Intel® Xeon® and 
manycore Intel® 
Xeon Phi™

• Partner ecosystem 
continues growing 
and making progress

• Intel® Cluster 
Studio XE compilers, 
libraries, analysis 
tools, OpenMP and 
MPI

• Apache Hadoop*
• Intel Analytics 

Library
• Intel® Data Center 

Manager and Intel® 
Node Manager (NM) 
Intel® Expressway 
Service Gateway for 
Cloud usage models

• Intel® True Scale 
Fabric designed 
from the ground up 
for HPC

• QDR-40 and QDR-80 
deliver performance 
that scales - high 
MPI message rates 
and end-to-end 
latency that stays 
low at scale

• Optimized support 
for Intel® Xeon® E5 
and Xeon® Phi 
processors

• Intel Fabric Suite –
IB Fabric 
Management & 
FastFabric
Management tools

• Intel® Xeon® 
processors and 
platforms are 
enabled with 
beneficial storage 
optimizations

• Solid State Drives 
(SSD) and other NVM 
technologies improve 
storage performance 

• Intel® Cache 
Acceleration 
Software

• Intel’s open source 
Lustre file-system 
support/development 
and Chroma 
management/provisio
ning tools
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Optimizing Top Applications and Pipelines
Intel working with industry experts worldwide

• Genomics, Molecular 
Dynamics and Molecular 
Imaging applications 
targeting both Intel® Xeon® 
processors and Xeon® Phi™ 
coprocessors

• Fine- and coarse-grained 
optimization at the node and 
cluster level

• Work with code authors to 
release optimizations, 
disseminate best practices

ABySS*
BLAST*

Bowtie*
TopHat*

Cufflinks*

BWA*

GATK*
Picard*

SAMtools*

MPI-HMMER*

Velvet*

*Some names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.  

AMBER*
CAS-Soft Sphere*

CAS-IPE*
CP2K*
CPMD*

DLPOLY*
GAMESS*
Gaussian*

GROMACS*
LAMMPS*

NAMD*
NWChem*

Quantum Espresso*

VASP*
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We are making significant investments, working with industry experts worldwide, to optimize top life sciences applications and pipelines.  Working across molecular dynamics, genomics and molecular imaging, we’ve demonstrate significant performance gains with Intel Xeon and Xeon Phi.We are pursuing optimization at the node and cluster level, and work directly with the code authors to release the optimizations through the main distributions, help to disseminate best practices.Applications do not fully leverage available infrastructure; pipeline inefficiencies delay scientific innovation and clinical treatmentApplications written by scientists for accuracy not performance; challenging to intersect optimization efforts w/top codes at point of maturity/stability/broad acceptance & impact.  Inject performance at the right point of pipeline/code maturity



Intel Genomics & Health Analytics Appliances

2U Plenum

Actual placement in racks may vary.

NSS-HA Pair 

NSS User Data

HSS Metadata Pair

HSS OSS Pair 

HSS User Data

Scale through independent solutions,
each targeting a different segment & usage model

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 8
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Our life sciences strategy working with the ecosystem can be summarized by our development of analytics appliances, and extending beyond to cloud-based analytics.  We are working many different industry partners, targeting complete end-to-end solutions at different user segments – from basic research to labs and drug development to clinical trials and medical genomics, hospitals and providers.The tremendous growth of data requires local compute capacity beyond any existing research compute clusters.  Each sequencer whether high throughput or benchtop, requires data management, traceability, security, reproducible binaries and optimized pipelines, ease of submitting jobs both locally and to the cloud, access to bioinformatics expertise and public/private datasets, the ability to search across molecular datasets, clinical records, diagnostic imaging, and scientific journals.



Recent
Industry
Collaborations

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 9
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Thank you, Brent, for some great insights into Lustre performance over NFS, how Lustre provides access to converged infrastructure including HPC & HDFS workloads, across local and cloud…, and can introduce significant performance gains in combination with our Intel Xeon processors and Xeon Phi coprocessors, expanding the potential for key molecular dynamics, genomics and molecular imaging applications.Here are a few examples of the customers and industry partners we work with to develop solutions and drive changeOur strategy revolves around working with you, the experts, to understand the challenges to pervasive adoption of personalized medicine, to advance the development of new plant and drug compounds, to help accelerate science, deliver results today.  On the right are a few examples of the customers and fellow travelers we work with to develop solutions and drive change.



Dell Genomics Data Analytics Platform

• Challenge: Developing analysis pipelines for novel 
areas of cancer research takes weeks with current 
infrastructure, delays scientific discovery and 
clinical advances

• Preliminary Results:
− Preprocessing stage reduced from 2 hrs to 20 mins

− Custom genome-wide R statistical analysis pipeline 
reduced from 20 hrs to 3 hrs 40 min

• Solution: Dell* Genomics Data Analytics Platform
− Single Rack Solution with balanced HPC compute, 

fabric and storage

− 9 Teraflops of  Intel® Xeon® E5 v2 processors

− Intel® Enterprise Edition for Lustre*

− Intel® Cluster Studio XE

• Benefits: Rapid iteration during early algorithm 
development improves scientific accuracy, drives 
innovation in cancer research

Dell Intel® Enterprise 
Edition for Lustre* 
Storage Appliance

Dell M620 (Compute)
Intel® Xeon® E5-2680 v2
(up to 32 nodes)

2U Plenum

Actual placement in racks may vary.

Object
Storage

OSS Pair

Metadata Pair & 
Storage

MGMT, CIFS 
Gateway, Login

1GbE and  IB or 
10GbE Switches
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We have developed several solutions working closely with Dell specifically tailored for life sciences workloads.  This appliance features the balanced HPC compute, fabric, network and Lustre storage required to support demanding genomics and health analytics workloads, and can be readily scaled to larger or smaller installations.Some very preliminary results from a recent deployment, where out-of-the-box, they were able to quickly realize performance gains:  a preprocessing stage was reduced from 2 hrs to 20 min, while a custom genome-wide R statistical analytics pipeline was reduced from 20 hrs to 3 hrs 40 min.  Look for further results on this in the coming months!



Charité “Real-time” Cancer Analysis – Matching proper 
therapies to patients using in-memory techniques

• Challenge: Real-time analysis of cancer 
patients using in-memory SAP HANA* 
Oncolyzer database running on Intel® 
Xeon® family infrastructure.

• Up to 3.5M data points & 20TB 
data/patient

• Solution: Using structured and 
unstructured data to collect and analyze 
tables used to take up to two days --
now takes seconds

• Benefits: Improves medical quality in 
disruptive way for Patient, Doctor, 
Hospital, Research

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 11
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Challenges with Clinical IT – In addition to clinical documentation, 3.5M data points per patientUp to 20 TB of data per patient in totalToday’s challenge: How to match proper therapies and patients?Tools:Combine analysis of structured and unstructured dataFrom cohorts to personalized medicineTreat patients as individuals based on pharmacogenomic knowledge derived from data



Secure Healthcare Cloud:
Medical Imaging • Carestream Health – Cloud-based 

medical imaging service (PACS, VNA, 
Universal Imaging Viewer)

• Challenge: Create a powerful, 
scalable data center platform that can 
accommodate more users without 
compromising service quality 

• Solution: Intel Xeon E5 processors –
to handle more users and data-
intensive workloads. Intel® Advanced 
Vector Extensions (AVX) for parallel 
processing and high memory 
availability enabled quicker image 
rendering

• Benefits: 
• Process images >28% faster
• Handle 24% more users

“The data-intensive nature of our cloud-
based PACS service places great demands 
on our data center infrastructure. With the 
Intel® Xeon® processor E5 family, we can 
significantly boost the processing output 
that can be achieved with each server. This 
will help us continue to deliver the scalable, 
high-performance platform we need to 
meet rising user demand while maintaining 
the quality of our service.”

-Seffi Markov,
Director of PACS R&D
Carestream Health

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/cloud-computing-xeon-e5-carestream-imaging-brief.html

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Challenges with Clinical IT – In addition to clinical documentation, 3.5M data points per patientUp to 20 TB of data per patient in totalToday’s challenge: How to match proper therapies and patients?Tools:Combine analysis of structured and unstructured dataFrom cohorts to personalized medicineTreat patients as individuals based on pharmacogenomic knowledge derived from data

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/cloud-computing-xeon-e5-carestream-imaging-brief.html


High Throughput Science:
Large Scale Computational Chemistry Simulation

• Challenge: Sustaining access to 
50,000+ cores for large scale 
computational chemistry simulation 
results in under a week. Ability to 
monitor and re-launch jobs, no 
additional capital expenditure with 
internal HPC already running at 
capacity. 

• Solution: Novartis leveraged software 
from AWS partner, Cycle Computing, 
and MolSoft to provision a fully 
secured cluster of 30,000 CPUs, 
powered by the Intel® Xeon® processor 
E5 family. 
−Completed screening of 3.2 million 

compounds in approximately 9 hrs, 
compared to 4 -14 days on existing 
resources.

Virtual Screening

13*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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NIBR – Unique research strategy driven by patient needsWorld-class research organization with about 6,000 scientists globallyIntensifying focus on molecular pathways shared by various diseasesIntegration of clinical insights with mechanistic understanding of diseaseResearch-to-Development transition redefined through fast and rigorous “proof-of-concept” trials Strategic alliances with academia and biotech strengthen preclinical pipelineReached out to our friends at Cycle Computing and Molsoft.After extensive against numerous AWS instances we found that the best ROI occurred for the CC2 instances-now it was just a matter of scaling out.4D Docking explained:A collaboration between GDC, CPC and NIBR-IT has resulted new technologies and procedures for doing virtual screening (a complement of HTS) on a very large scale that, when appropriate, can allow projects to start earlier.•  Virtual screening, broadly speaking, can take the following forms: identify new chem matter to jump start early projects. identify NCM for late stage projects where the barrier for hit triaging can be much higher (a compound that may be more free of liabilities than one would tolerate earlier in projects). 1 and 2 may feed MTS technologies such as FastLab.  filter through vast chemical spaces around virtual compouds resulting from chemical reactions in a drug or hit optimization phase. The wet screening of the virtual screening results may be low throughput and therefore the triaging of the virtual hits more stringent (e.g. utilizing project knowledge in triaging)•  The aim of virtual screening on a large scale is to build a hypothesis to help narrow down compounds for more focused experiments. The process allows project teams to quickly identify potential leads prior to large scale HTS.•  The approach utilizes proprietary software, but in a Cloud environment.  The team recently completed an unprecedented virtual screen using 30,000 cpus on the Amazon Cloud.  This massive run completed screening of 3.2 million compounds in approximately 9 hrs, compared to 4 -14 days on existing resources.Proteins would not function if they did not move.  NIBR scientists have included an unprecedented level of realism in their computational model of drug binding that has resulted in impact on a challenging internal drug program using computer aided drug design (CADD) Movie shows a simulation of the selectivity of each known protein conformation for three important putative drug compounds.   Note the large rearrangement on the protein surface that is unique to each ligand that binds.Diversity of Life Sciences brings unique challengesSpend the time analyzing and tuningFlexibility, Scalability and Performance Time to rethink and retoolChallenge the Science and the ScientistCollaborationFuture plansChemical Universe : 166 Billion cpds (Extreme scale CPU)Next Generation Sequencing in the Cloud (Extreme CPU, Mem, I/O)“Disruptive” Technologies-Imaging (10x that of NGS!)



High Performance Scale-Out Storage

• Challenge: Delivering on extremely 
high service levels required to store, 
manage, access and archive massive 
amounts of research data

• Solution:  22PB DDN SFA® high-
performance storage engine and 
EXAScaler™ Lustre® appliance, backed 
with Intel® Global Lustre* Support

• Benefits: Flexible scaling ensures that 
Sanger Institute has sufficient storage 
performance to support downstream 
analysis, which is difficult to predict 
and varies by workload and project 

*Some names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

“If you need 10,000 cores to perform an 
extra layer of analysis in an hour, you 
have to scale a significant cluster to get 
answers quickly. You need a real solution 
that can address everything from very 
small to extremely large data sets.”

Dr. Tim Cutts
Acting Head of Scientific Computing
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute
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Here we are working with Wellcome Trust Sanger and Data Direct Networks.  Their challenge is not just the production scale sequencing operations but also  the high degree of variability of downstream analytics… making it difficult to anticipate peak and average workloads, manage everything from very small to extremely large data sets.The solution, backed with Intel Global Lustre Support, enabled them to deliver unprecedented levels of throughput and scalability to support tens of thousands of data sequences requiring up to 10,000 CPU hours of computational analysis.CHALLENGESObtaining a robust IT infrastructure with large-scale, high-throughput performance is essential to supporting Sanger Institute’s diverse research community, encompassing over 2,000 scientists worldwideSupporting major sequencing technology advancements, including powerful new machines, created a surge in data volume and computational analysisResolving their classic Big Data problem was complicated by unpredictable data growth as the amount of data and computational analysis varied by workload and research projectDelivering on the extremely high service levels that were required to store, manage, access and archive massive amounts of research dataSOLUTIONDDN SFA® high-performance storage engine and EXAScaler™ Lustre® file system appliance to deliver unprecedented levels of throughput and scalability to support tens of thousands of data sequences requiring up to 10,000 CPU hours of computational analysis.BUSINESS BENEFITSDDN enabled Sanger Institute further its exploration of groundbreaking scientific and medical researchSanger Institute is well positioned to keep pace with advancements in sequencing technology with storage that can scale seamlessly without replacement or forklift upgradesDDN enables Sanger Institute to achieve its business goal of ensuring open data sharing by making it easy for the worldwide scientific community to collaborate and access the latest data and analyticsTECHNICAL BENEFITSFlexible scaling ensures that Sanger Institute has sufficient storage performance to support downstream analysis, which is difficult to predict and varies by workload and projectDDN’s ability to engage at the software level ensures optimal Lustre and iRODS performanceDDN’s high-throughput storage enables Sanger Institute to upgrade its 10GbE network to 40GbE without replacing its storage infrastructure



Intel Confidential

• Solution: Apache Hadoop, Map 
Reduce, Hbase, Hive

• Benefits: Ability to compare 
14+M proteins, reducing 
processing time from days to 
hours 

• Project Characteristics: 
Hadoop: 5 nodes Cluster
Storage:16TB (Internal storage) 
per server
Servers: Xeon E5 2 socket 8 
cores, 64GB RAM
SLA: reduced processing time 
from 30 days to less then a day 
and scale to 4x4 million 
samples comparison
Data: Multi-Terabyte database

Problem Statement: 
Back in 2008 a genome research team 
faced compute and scalability issue in 
comparing all pairs of 4M proteins, the 
BLAST search results overwhelmed a 
single database table. Today they need 
to compare 14M proteins, this 
requirement cannot be addressed 
with existing technology

BLAST Bioinformatics Scale-out

Team website Blast
Program

Genome data
Proteins comparison

High performance 
scalable Hadoop / 
Hbase cluster 

15*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Note: This case study will be available publicly in Feb/March 2013DuPont Bioinformatics solution environment: DuPont develops microbial strains that produce useful chemicals at the required rate, titer and yields (economically viable solutions).  Scientists need to compare the genome composition of their organisms to other genomes in nature. These differences provide testable alternatives that may improve chemical production.  The comparative genomics resource (CGR) allows our scientists to quickly identify the similarities and differences between genomes. CGR is a web(service) application that allows interactive access to information about similarity between genes and proteins.  Similarities between all proteins are precomputed in batch using BLAST and queried using web interface to Oracle.Problem Statement: For the last update of CGR in 2008, the process involved comparisons among all pairs of 4 million proteins using BLAST. Both the BLAST searches and the post-processing of BLAST results (parsing and loading into Oracle database) were very computationally expensive and time consuming.Today, this process will involve comparing ~14 million proteins! Cannot be addressed with current technology.  Previous computation, of BLAST search of all proteins against all, took 2 weeks on 500 CPU cores.  The process of loading the All-vs-All results into Oracle took 2 days and the Oracle table holding the results is 1TB in size.   Computation of derived information, based on the All-vs-All results, for example, the bi-directional best hits took 1 month (2 Oracle queries and 3 perl scripts)Current Platform:AMD 2S, 8 core, 24Gb MemoryOracle Database (10g)Solaris 10



Intel Exascale Labs — Europe

Strong Commitment To Advance Computing Leading Edge:
Intel collaborating with HPC community & European researchers 

4 labs in Europe - Exascale computing is the central topic

ExaScale Computing 

Research Lab, Paris

Performance and scalability of 
Exascale applications

Tools for performance 
characterization

HPC for Life Science

Genomics, Biostatistics

ExaScience Life Lab, 

Leuven

Scalable RTS and tools

New algorithms

Intel and BSC Exascale
Lab, Barcelona 

ExaCluster Lab, 

Jülich

Exascale cluster scalability
and reliability

www.exascale-labs.eu

*Some names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.  
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Started with 3 labs in 2010, in 2011 we added 4th lab in Barcelona and signed a collaboration agreement with Daresbury, on exascale apps.

http://www.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http://www2.iap.fr/users/riazuelo/img/logoCEA.JPG&imgrefurl=http://www2.iap.fr/users/riazuelo/index.html&h=213&w=217&sz=7&tbnid=e0g5b27UZQ9I_M::&tbnh=105&tbnw=107&prev=/images?q=logo+CEA&hl=fr&usg=__ZEHCoO_aADKuKHtZjYRNDlTUGE8=&ei=zuUDSvSlMuONjAfQi43ZBA&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image
http://www.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http://www2.iap.fr/users/riazuelo/img/logoCEA.JPG&imgrefurl=http://www2.iap.fr/users/riazuelo/index.html&h=213&w=217&sz=7&tbnid=e0g5b27UZQ9I_M::&tbnh=105&tbnw=107&prev=/images?q=logo+CEA&hl=fr&usg=__ZEHCoO_aADKuKHtZjYRNDlTUGE8=&ei=zuUDSvSlMuONjAfQi43ZBA&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image


Ref: http://indico.cern.ch/event/277160/session/2/contribution/7/material/slides/0.pdf
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Focus on the ExaScience Life Lab



Focus on the ExaScience Life Lab



Matching Technology and Research in 
Biology



Simon K. Warfield, November 18th, 2014, SC’14

Technical goals:
• Improve cache performance, 

vectorization performance and 
multi-threading performance for 
Xeon™ and Xeon Phi™

• Improved data structures
• Improved algorithms
• Open source implementations

The Computational Radiology Laboratory at Boston 
Children’s Hospital,
An                Parallel Computing Center 

 Modernize medical image computing
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Intel’s Vision for Personalized Medicine

23
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We have a vision to extend personalized medicine to everyone on the planet by 2020.  What would be the implications of whole genome sequencing for every newborn?  And beyond that, what if we need to sequence multiple times per week during the course of clinical treatment or behavioral intervention?  We are working closely with the industry, with the experts like you, to understand what are the key challenges to overcome in order to accelerate science, translate results, deliver today.We are active in all of these areas of personalized medicine, of big data/analytics across health and life sciences, worldwide.  We’ve been active in health & life sciences since before 2005, yet we’ve seen first hand that many areas of healthcare are slow to adopt innovations.  With the advent of NGS, genomics is undergoing an unprecedented rate of scientific discovery, with innovation gaining rapid adoption and pushing over into the other areas of healthcare, such as diagnostics, clinical trials, therapeutics, infectious diseases, prenatal and neonatal screening to cite just a few examples.



Summary

• Enabling ecosystem of partners to innovate into Health and 
Life Sciences

• Delivering hardware-enhanced capabilities and solutions to 
accelerate science, translate results, deliver today.

• Looking for collaboration opportunities  for Exascale 
class computing solution by 2020

• Contact:
– kristina.m.kermanshahche@intel.com
– Claudio.Bellini@intel.com
– Marie-Christine.sawley@intel.com
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